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Welcome to Joro Experiences, 

Travelling with us grants you access, not just to places, but 
also to the people who make the world remarkable. We work 
with a network of talented individuals – from seasoned 
explorers to imaginative craftspeople – who will help you 
travel deeper, introducing you to new communities and 
habitats on the ground.  

As travel experts we take great pride in our experiences and 
there is a unique adventure to be found in every trip that we 
plan. Whether you’re immersing yourself in another culture or 
pushing yourself to the limit on an expedition, every journey 
with us is designed around you and your passions. 

We look forward to working with you to create a truly 
memorable experience. 

Best wishes, 



A Nile cruise is the best way to explore the many wonders that lie along the banks of this mighty river 
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This bespoke, two week itinerary takes you to a land of  sand-
covered tombs, austere pyramids and towering Pharaonic 
temples, Egypt brings out the explorer in all of us. Travel with 
us to the Valley of the Kings in Luxor, where Tutankhamun’s 
tomb was unearthed, and see the glittering finds in the brand 
new billion dollar Egyptian Museum in Cairo. Hop off your 
private Nile River boat to visit Dendara, Edfu or one of the 
other splendid waterside temples before flying across Lake 
Nasser to see Ramses II’s masterpiece at Abu Simbel. 

This is a journey of discovery that will take you behind the 
scenes of some of Egypt’s most important archeological sites. 
From world renowned Egyptologists to the director the Grand 
Egyptian Museum, we can connect you with those special 
individuals who are world leaders in contemporary 
Egyptology. With such incredible access you might be the one 
to stumble across yet another find, for that is the way many 
previous discoveries were made.

Trip Overview 
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Itinerary Overview 

Title Text
Day Location Hotel Link Notes 

1 London Depart for Egypt

1 - 5 Cairo Four Seasons 

5 - 7 Luxor Winter Palace Hotel

7 - 12 Nile River Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya

12 - 15 Aswan Old Cataract Hotel

15 Aswan Return home

Aswan

1

2

4

3

Cairo

Luxor

Abu Simbel

Flight 

Sail

https://www.fourseasons.com/content/fshr/pages/en/properties/caironp/landing-pages/ppc/landing_4.html/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI5NWY4Nr_4QIV0JQYCh2EEw5zEAAYASAAEgJhTfD_BwE&source=gaw09cnpS07&ef_id=EAIaIQobChMI5NWY4Nr_4QIV0JQYCh2EEw5zEAAYASAAEgJhTfD_BwE:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!4732!3!285761947436!e!!g!!four%20seasons%20nile%20plaza
https://sofitel.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-1661-sofitel-winter-palace-luxor/index.shtml
https://www.jazhotels.com/nile-cruises/jaz-yakouta.aspx
https://sofitel.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-1666-sofitel-legend-old-cataract-aswan/index.shtml


CAIRO

HOME



Survey the behemoth that is Cairo, once capital of the ancient world
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Day 1: Arrival

On arrival in Cairo you will be met off the plane, escorted 
through immigration, and then privately transferred to your 
hotel in the heart of the city. 

Cairo is chaos at its most magnificent, infuriating and 
beautiful. From above, the distorted roar of the muezzins' call 
to prayer echoes out from duelling minarets. Below, car horns 
bellow tuneless symphonies amid avenues of faded 19th-
century grandeur while donkey carts rattle down dusty lanes 
lined with colossal Fatimid and Mamluk monuments. 

Spend what’s left of the day relaxing at your hotel or head out 
to explore the city at your own pace.  

Accommodation: Four Seasons, Premium Room                                                     



Located on the Giza side of Cairo, with views over the Nile, 
the Botanical Gardens and out to the Pyramids, the Four 
Seasons at the First Residence is the city’s most elegant 
accommodation. As part of the prestigious First Residence 
complex, the hotel has direct access to sophisticated haute 
couture boutiques and galleries, yet the ancient history and 
culture of the city are just minutes away. The rooms and suites 
are among the largest in the city and are designed with 
elegance and relaxation in mind, while the excellent onsite 
spa and wellness centre is the perfect place to unwind after a 
hard day's sightseeing. 

Four Seasons First Residence
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The view of the pyramids at sunset from the upper floors 

The hotel sits on the banks of the Nile at the heart of the city

The pool with views out to the Nile 

Your tastefully decorated Premium Room





We can arrange a special access tour to the temple between the paws fo the Sphinx
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After breakfast meet up with your expert Egyptologist guide 
who will be with you for the next 13 days of your exploration. 
Spend some time getting to know one another before setting 
off to visit the ancient city of Memphis, founded around 2925 
BC, Memphis is now the site of a huge open-air museum 
where the most well- know attraction is a colossal statue of 
Ramses II. 

Continue on to the Pyramids of Giza and the Sphinx, one of 
Egypt’s most famous, most revered and most coveted sights. 
Everything pales into insignificance as these mighty ancient 
sand structures rise from the Nubian desert. 

The Sphinx can now only be viewed from behind a perimeter 
fence. We can arrange a special access visit to the temple that 
sits between the paws of the Sphinx, enabling you to see this 
remarkable monument up close.  

This afternoon there will be an opportunity to meet the 
Pyramids Area Director, the famed Egyptologist and 
Archaeologist Dr. Ashraf Mohei El-Din. He will also be able to 
introduce to you the new excavations in the pyramids area 
usually off limits to the general public.  

Accommodation: Four Seasons, Premium Room                      
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch                                          

Day 2: Giza 



The billion dollar GEM is currently under construction and is expected to be completed in the last quarter of 2020
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Day 3: Saqqara & GEM

Today tour two of the great pyramid complexes built outside 
the ancient city of Memphis. A 90 min drive will bring you to 
Saqqara, site of the great Stepped Pyramid of the 3rd dynasty 
pharaoh Djoser (c2667 - 2648 BC). The Stepped Pyramid was 
comprised of six massive steps and once rose to a height of 
62 metres. Continue on to the 4,300 year old Tomb of Mehu, 
the chief of the royal palaces and the chief of judges who lived 
during the sixth dynasty. Nearby, at Dashur, are two pyramids 
of the pharaoh Sneferu (c2613 - 2589 BC): the distinctive 
‘Bent’ pyramid, and the ‘Red’ pyramid. The latter structure is 
believed to have been the first successful attempt at 
constructing a ‘true’ smooth-sided pyramid.  

The afternoon is dedicated to exploring the fabulous Grand 
Egyptian Museum (GEM), the largest archaeological museum 
in the world. This state-of-the-art glass and concrete display 
space cost an estimated US$1 billion to build and is located 
on the Giza plateau overlooking the famous Old Kingdom 
pyramids. The dazzling galleries have enough original and 
restored works to keep you browsing for the better part of a 
day. Your private guide will be on hand to ensure you see the 
very best that the museum has to offer. 

Accommodation: Four Seasons, Premium Room                      
Meals: Breakfast                                           
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Today is dedicated to discovering Islamic Cairo. Start the day 
at the Museum of Islamic Art which is considered to hold one 
of the most important in the world. The museum has 
exceptional collections of rare woodwork and plaster artefacts 
as well as meta, ceramic, glass, crystal, and textile objects of 
all periods, from all over the Islamic world.  

Continue into the old city to visit the Mosque of Sultan Hassan 
with its fine arabesque ornamentation, ablaq masonry, and 
gilded ceilings - it is unrivalled for splendour in all Cairo. Built 
between 1356 and 1363 by the Mamluk ruler Sultan Hassan, 
the scale of this mosque is so colossal that it nearly emptied 
the Mamluk treasury. Historians believe that the builders of 
this mosque may have used stone from the pyramids at Giza.  

After lunch at our favourite restaurant in the city, Naguib 
Mafouz, take a stroll along historic Al-Muizz Street between 
Bab el-Futuh and Bab Zuweila and explore the labyrinthine 
cobbled lanes of the Khan el Khalili bazaar and some of the 
quarter’s grand Islamic monuments. End the day with a tour of 
the Gayer Anderson House Museum, an eclectic private 
collection of artefacts, housed in two beautiful medieval 
homes, assembled by Major Robert Grenville Gayer-Anderson 
(1881 - 1945).  

Accommodation: Four Seasons, Premium Room                      
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch                                           

Day 4: Islamic Cairo

Mosque of Sultan Hassan - Mamaluk architecture plays a prominent role in Cairo’s landscape 



LUXOR 

CAIRO



The Luxor Temple illuminated by floodlights is a striking sight
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After breakfast a car will collect you and take you back to 
Cairo Airport (approx. 45 min) in time for your business class 
flight to Luxor (1.2 hrs). 

On arrival you will be met and privately transferred the short 
distance to your historic hotel overlooking the Nile River in 
central Luxor. 

After settling-in you will be met in the late afternoon by your 
Egyptologist guide and driven the short distance to visit Luxor 
Museum which houses a small but beautifully presented 
collection of antiquities. Continue on to visit the small Mosque 
of Abu Hagag which occupies part of Luxor Temple to gain an 
idea of how the great temple might have appeared before the 
clearance of local houses from the site. The day will conclude 
with a walk through Luxor Temple when it is illuminated by 
floodlights - a magical experience.  

Accommodation: Winter Palace, Luxury Nile View Room                              
Meals: Breakfast

Day 5: Luxor 



Built in 1886 on the banks of Nile in central Luxor, within 
walking distance of Thebes Temple, the historic Winter Palace 
Hotel is set within a lush tropical garden. The beautiful 
Victorian style Winter Palace is a maze of high ceilings, 
antiques, and belle époque elegance. The hotel was once the 
guesthouse of King Farouk of Egypt, and has been the 
preferred choice of many heads of state. In 1922 archaeologist 
Howard Carter announced his famous discovery of Pharaoh 
Tutankhamen’s tomb from this hotel. Dining facilities include 
the sophisticated 1886 á la carte restaurant, where formal 
attire is required, and the Nile Terrace, overlooking the River 
Nile and the West Bank - this is the perfect place to relax at 
the end of the day and watch the sunset while enjoying High 
Tea.  

Winter Palace 
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Luxury Nile View Room 

Enjoy High Tea on the terrace as the sun sets over the Nile

The wonderful pale pink facade of this historic hotel 
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Day 6: Valley of the Kings 

Today set out to explore the Valley of the Kings, the sacred 
cemetery of the pharaohs in the New Kingdom period (1550 – 
1069 BC). A highlight is a visit to the Tomb of Tutankhamen 
that was famously discovered by Howard Carter in 1922.  

Continue on to the nearby Valley of the Queens. Here we can 
arrange a special visit to the Tomb of Nefertari (wife of Ramses 
II). This tomb is considered to be the ‘Sistine Chapel of 
Egyptian tombs’ and has what are arguably the best preserved 
and most eloquent paintings of any Egyptian burial site. 

Spend some time exploring the impressive rock cut temples at 
the cliffs of Deir el Bahri before stopping for lunch at the Al 
Moudira Hotel. Spend the afternoon exploring the Tombs of 
the Nobles which offer a fascinating insight into everyday life 
in ancient Egypt. 

We can also arrange for you to spend some time with Dr. Kent 
Weeks, one of the superstars of Egyptology. Formerly of the 
University of Chicago, Dr. Weeks has been leading the Theban 
Mapping Project for the last 15 years and can provide you with 
some incredible insight into the direction of modern 
Egyptology.  

Accommodation: Winter Palace, Luxury Nile View Room                              
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch  

Temple of Queen Hatshepsut cut into the rock at Deir El Bahri  
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After breakfast begin your day with a morning exploration of 
Karnak, one of the most impressive sites in Egypt and the 
largest religious complex ever built by man. The ancient 
Egyptians considered the temple to be the site of creation 
where Amum-Ra brought the world into being from the 
primordial ocean.  

You will then be dropped off at the port where your private 
floating home for the next five nights will be waiting for you. 
After a welcome lunch, begin your cruise and set sail up river 
toward Esna.  

As your river boat negotiates its passage of the Esna lock, take 
the time to visit the small Ptolemaic period temple dedicated 
to the creator god, Khnum. On re-joining your dahabiya 
continue sailing south eventually mooring beside a Nile island 
for the night. 

Accommodation: Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya                                        
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner   

Day 7: Sail to Esna 

The vast decorative columns of Karnak, the largest religious complex ever built



Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya, your private floating home 

The large sundeck, perfect for relaxing and watching the world go by Enjoy dinner on the top deck with views out onto the Nile
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Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya    

One of the River Nile’s elite dahabiyas, the Jaz Yakouta is 
tastefully decorated in an opulent Egyptian style. While 
sailing, the Yakouta’s elegant wooden Sundeck with its comfy 
chairs, awnings and daybeds is the perfect vantage point from 
which to view the riverside villages, ancient sites, and exotic 
palm-lined banks of the River Nile. The Upper Deck with its 
open-air Jacuzzi is an inviting place to cool off with a beverage 
from the bar after a day of exploration. Below, on the 
Maindeck, you’ll find the reception area, an elegant dining 
room, and six luxurious wood-panelled ensuite cabins.  

Each well appointed cabin is 22 sqm in area and has large 
panoramic windows as well as a tiled bathroom with 
washbasin, toilet and bathtub. Upscale modern comforts such 
as individually controlled air-conditioning, mini-fridge, 
interactive television with satellite channels, in-room music 
system and Wi-Fi are available in all cabins.  

Full board (with tea, coffee and soft drinks) is included in your 
private charter as is daily high tea with snacks and cakes. Beer 
and local wine are available to purchase on-board the Jaz 
Yakouta but guests should be aware spirits are not available 
(you are welcome to bring your own!).  

The spacious well appointed cabins are comfortable and air conditioned 



Set sail to El Kab where you will visit the seldom explored 
ancient city of Nekheb with its temples and rock tombs from 
the Old Kingdom period. El Kab’s tombs are noted for their 
bright colours and stylistic accomplishments. On returning to 
your dahabiya continue through the exotic lush scenery of 
Upper Egypt towards Edfu where you’ll spend your second 
night aboard the Jaz Yakouta. 

Accommodation: Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya                                        
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner   

Day 8: Sail to Quessia

Enjoy a relaxing morning on board as you continue your 
journey upriver toward Edfu. On arrival head out to visit the 
temple of the falcon headed god Horus, one of the most 
complete buildings surviving from ancient times, and the 
second largest temple in Egypt after Karnak. Return to your 
dahabiya and continue sailing to an island near Wadi el Shat 
for a walk through some small villages and the desert. 

Accommodation: Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya                                        
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner   

Day 9: Sail to Edfu

The rock tombs of Nekeb Enjoy the exotic lush scenery of Upper Egypt  

Temple of Horus built in Ptolemaic times between 237 and 57 B.C  Horus was originally a sky god who’s eyes were the sun and the moon 
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Ancient carvings and hieroglyphics at Speos 

The colourful Nubian village of el-KoubaniaTemple of Kom Ombo divided between Sobek (east) and Horus (west)  

This morning journey toward the village of Daraw, once the 
last stop for camel traders from Sudan after a forty day long 
journey through the Libyan desert. After exploring the village 
and the camel market sail on towards the vibrant Nubian 
village of el-Koubania. The Nubian people were resettled in 
Upper Egypt following the completion of the Aswan High 
Dam and the flooding of their homes in the south. Moor for 
the night by the Aswan Bridge. 

Accommodation: Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya                                        
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner   

Day 11: Sail to Daraw

Day 10: Sail to Gebel El

Sail south to Gebel el-Silsila, home to a great rock-cut temple 
(Speos), dedicated to seven deities including Amun and the 
local crocodile god. Return to the boat for lunch and sail on to 
Kom Ombo. Visit the temples dedicated equally to Horus the 
Elder, and the crocodile god Sobek. In times gone-bye 
drugged sacred crocodiles used to lie on river banks here! Sail 
upstream to Maniha island where dinner this evening will be 
served ashore around a campfire beside the Nile.  

Accommodation: Jaz Yakouta Dahabiya                                        
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner   





Disembark from your dahabiya for the last time after breakfast, 
and set off on a full day’s excursion to discover the sites of 
Aswan. Start at the Temple of Kalabsha - the largest free 
standing temple in Egyptian Nubia. The building was 
constructed during the reign of Augustus and dedicated to 
the god Mandulis (a Nubian form of the Egyptian god Horus). 
Nearby, is the Kiosk of Kertassi, a small elegant monument 
dating from the Roman period, that is well worth a visit. 

Next take a motor-boat over the lake to explore the well 
preserved Temple of Isis at Philae. Known as the ‘Pearl of 
Egypt’, Philae Island is home to several beautiful Ptolemaic 
and Roman temples that were saved in the 1960’s from the 
rising waters of Lake Nasser. Philae is also famously the site of 
the last known hieroglyph which was carved here on 24 
August 394 AD.  

Around lunchtime check in at your historic hotel, home for the 
next three nights. After lunch and some time to relax your 
Egyptologist guide will give you a guided tour of the Nubian 
Museum which was built to house the great quantity of 
material recovered from the tombs, temples, and settlements 
rescued from Lower Nubia following its flooding by the Aswan 
High Dam.  

Accommodation: Old Cataract, Cataract Suite Nile View 
Meals: Breakfast  

Day 12: Aswan
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The beautifully preserved Temple of Isis on Philae Island  



Majestically positioned on a shelf of pink granite overlooking 
the Nile, the luxurious Old Cataract Hotel was built by the 
British in 1899 and is one of the gems of Egypt in terms of its 
charm and character. Behind its Victorian façade, the hotel 
retains its original beauty, receiving guests in a historic lobby 
complete with polished marble floors, and high classic Islamic 
arches that are reminiscent of Granada’s Alhambra. It has been 
home to international intelligentsia, with British murder 
mystery novelist, Agatha Christie basing much of her novel 
‘Death on the Nile’ in this hotel. 

The Old Cataract’s grand shaded terrace is THE place to enjoy 
High Tea in Egypt and has what is arguably the most sought 
after views in the country. 

Old Cataract 
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Cataract Suite Nile View 

Enjoy high tea on the shaded terrace The main building maintains it’s charming colonial character 

Old Cataract Hotel sits on the banks of the Nile and commands fantastic views 



The 21 meter statues of Ramses the II cut into the cliff face at Abu Simbel
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Meet your guide in the hotel lobby and transfer 40 mins to 
Aswan domestic airport in time for your business class flight to 
Abu Simbel (approx. 45 min). 

On arrival, your guide will lead you to a waiting car and drive 
you 10 mins to the great rock temples built by Ramses the II 
(c1279 - 1217 BC). The main temple at Abu Simbel, which is 
often considered to be the most impressive monument in 
Egypt after the Great Pyramid, was saved from the rising 
waters of Lake Nasser in the 1960’s. Its façade is dominated by 
four colossal statues of the pharaoh, each 21 metres high. To 
the north of the main temple a smaller, yet still very impressive 
temple was built to honour Ramses’ wife Nefertari and the 
goddess Hathor. It is fronted by six enormous figures of 
Ramses II and his Queen, each 10 metres high and flanked by 
smaller figures of the royal children.  

Following your 1.5 hr tour, you will be transferred back to Abu 
Simbel Airport in time for your flight back to Aswan. You’ll be 
met on arrival and driven back to the Old Cataract Hotel 
where you can spend the rest of the day relaxing by the pool. 

Accommodation: Old Cataract, Cataract Suite Nile View 
Meals: Breakfast  

Day 13: Abu Simbel
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Today’s sightseeing will focus in on some of Aswan’s lesser 
visited sites. A boat journey across the Nile followed by a 
climb up the slopes of Qubbet el-Hawwa will bring you to the 
Tombs of the Nobles. The cliffs here are punctured with rock-
hewn tombs from the Old Kingdom and the Roman period. 
Inside, the tombs are decorated with vivid wall paintings 
showing scenes of everyday life and hieroglyphic biographies 
telling of the noblemen's journeys into Africa. 

On returning to your waiting motor-boat you’ll be taken to the 
southern tip of Elephantine Island to explore the evocative 
ruins of ancient Abu which was inhabited from around 3,000 
BC to AD 14. The largest structure on the site is the partially 
reconstructed Temple of Khnum. After exploring with your 
guide a short boat journey will bring you back to the Old 
Cataract Hotel. 

In the late afternoon walk down to the quay where a 
traditional wooden felucca will be waiting to take you for a 
private sunset cruise. Sit back and relax as the sunsets over the 
world’s longest river and your Egyptian adventure comes to an 
end. 

Accommodation: Old Cataract, Cataract Suite Nile View 
Meals: Breakfast  

Day 14: Aswan

Spend your last evening in Egypt cruising down the Nile in a traditional felucca as the sunsets



HOME

ASWAN
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After checking out from your hotel you will be met and 
privately transferred to Aswan airport in time for your business 
class flight back to Cairo. On arrival connect, in airport, onto 
your onward international flight home. 

Meals: Breakfast  

Day 15: Farewell

Abu Simbel 
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Next Steps…

The nature of operating journeys at the frontier of travel 
means that the situation on the ground changes daily. 

If you are interested in discussing a potential journey to Egypt 
we would highly recommend that you get in touch with us at 
the earliest opportunity so that we can ensure availability of 
both accommodation and transport throughout.  

If the situation has changed we will discuss all the available 
options with you and make a decision on the best course of 
action to ensure a thrilling trip to this amazing country. 
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